
The AEOS cleaning process differs from our competors because we provide proof that our service works. 
By ulizing a tesng luminometer we provide our clients with verificaon to make them feel safe in their work environment or at home.

THREE STEPS

STEP 2

TEST & VERIFY
The AEOS team is trained and cerfied to administer Hygenia’s Ensure Touch Verificaon 
system. This state-of-the-art system is an advanced cleaning verificaon and monitoring 
system that collects, analyzes and reports data so you can prove the effecveness of your 
facilies cleaning and infecon prevenon program.

STEP 3

DISPLAY YOUR STATUS
Most major studies about the post-Covid-19 economy reveal that consumers will not 
return to public spaces unl they feel safe. Our Verify & Display system provides you with 
a cleaning report and status that you can proudly display in physical form or digitally.

STEP 1

CLEAN & DISINFECT
The AThe AEOS Team uses the EPIX 360 Electrostac Disinfectant Sprayer. Unlike a standard 
spray-and-wipe approach which fails to disinfect any area that does not come in contact 
with a 70% or greater alcohol soluon, electrostac disinfecon when sprayed using our 
anmicrobial soluon draws bacteria and virus towards the charges parcles, destroy-
ing their RNA and their ability to infect. This is the same level of clean that top medical 
facilies use, now available for your office or eatery.

82% 42%

WITH MONITORING WITHOUT MONITORING

Implemenng a monitoring system to validate 
cleanliness has been shown to increase 

compliance to cleaning procedures 40% to 82%.








THE AEOS PROCESS
CLEAN & DISINFECT
Aer analyzing each specific project, we incorporate a system that is effecve in first 
sanizing and second anmicrobial, leaving a layer that helps kills bacteria.

AEOS only uses products that are epa approved and addionally provide SDS sheets 
& verificaon forms

AAEOS strives for excellence with a specializaon in training & cerficaons

Monthly subscripon discounts available

Leave the cleaning to us, so that you can perform and execute in having success with 
your clients

The AEOS cleaning team is the first NYC-based cleaning company to use the Epix360 electrostac disinfectant 
sprayer. AEOS’s simple & effecve process is made possible by combining selected EPA approved products 
with this patented sprayer. Our 3-step process leaves our clients sasfied and comfortable to service both 
their employees and customers.


